
 

Community Script Hook V .NET 3.0.2 For GTA 5

update: i'm still experiencing this issue but i've just been scrolling through the error log and it states:
exception type: system.io.filenotfoundexception [05/12/2022 00:49:37.324] lspd first response:

exception message: could not load file or assembly 'scripthookvdotnet3, version=3.0.2.0,
culture=neutral, publickeytoken=null' or one of its dependencies. the system cannot find the file
specified. however, i already have scripthookvdotnet installed as you can see in the screenshot.
panialypehooftpef thingiverse.com you will need to install fefsseanna version of gta v script hook
v.net 3.0.2.zip to see your script in the game, if you are sure of the version you need to download
the latest, in the case that the version you need is not present this will not help you in any way.

s.o.shelp your log shows the error failed to reload scripts because the directory is missing. you also
listedscripthookvdotnet.dllwhich is an old version. mod dll files go in the scripts directory.

scripthookvdotnet2.dll andscripthookvdotnet3.dll should be in the main gta directory. mini_purple
remove the contents from the scripts directory and run the game, if it loads then add the mods one
at a time too see which one is causing an issue. update:i'm still experiencing this issue but i've just

been scrolling through the error log and it states sponse: exception type:
system.io.filenotfoundexception [05/12/2022 00:49:37.324] lspd first response: exception message:

could not load file or assembly 'scripthookvdotnet3, version=3.0.2.0, culture=neutral,
publickeytoken=null' or one of its dependencies. the system cannot find the file specified. however, i

already have scripthookvdotnet installed as you can see in the screenshot.
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I am facing a problem while running
the script as it is not going for

everything. I have no idea about the
problem and could not find any

solution. Can any one plz. tell me what
problem exactly I am facing. For GTA 5,
ScriptHookV.dll is used. The max patch
is also 1.0.3 I have both gta5_0.1.3.zip
and the gta5_1.0.3.zip if that matters.

There is no.net framework installed
since im trying to run scripthookv

without removing anything from the
current game. Hi, my computer

crashed and now I need to reinstall
Windows 10, can I download GTA 5
scripthook V.NET 3.0.2 asap or do i

need to wait for the official release?If it
is not possible, can you still send me
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the script files so i can go through the
installation process on my own, or send

me some instructions, or can you tell
me how i can download the script files
Hi guys, I got a script working with GTA

5 for PC / I'm just curious, I don't see
any script working at all in the server
game, is it because of the 4.7.1 mod
compatibility or is it just me? Hi,I did

everything that is written here without
success, I also downloaded the

required mod files, but none of them
shows up in the script list in the latest
version of the engine. I even tried to
install them with the editor and there

seems to be no success.I have a
smartcard mod, installed all the mods

with it, changed the language from
english to spanish and i can run all the
mods (only the missing file type mod),

but none of the scripts, the ones
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included in the mod and the
customized ones, I can see on the

engine loading screen.I'm just stuck in
this problem now, and I hope it will get
a solution soon.Thank you in advance.
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